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 Packed with practical, freely-available backup and recovery solutions for Unix, Linux, Windows and Mac OS X systems -- as well as various databases -- this new guide is a complete overhaul of Unix Backup & Recovery by the same author, now revised and expanded with over 75% new material.

 			Backup & Recovery starts with a complete overview of backup philosophy and design, including the basic backup utilities of tar, dump, cpio, ntbackup, ditto, and rsync. It then explains several open source backup products that automate backups using those utilities, including AMANDA, Bacula, BackupPC, rdiff-backup, and rsnapshot.

 			Backup & Recovery then explains how to perform bare metal recovery of AIX, HP-UX, Linux, Mac OS, Solaris, VMWare, & Windows systems using freely-available utilities. The book also provides overviews of the current state of the commercial backup software and hardware market, including overviews of CDP, Data De-duplication, D2D2T, and VTL technology. Finally, it covers how to automate the backups of DB2, Exchange, MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQL-Server, and Sybase databases - without purchasing a commercial backup product to do so. 

 For environments of all sizes and budgets, this unique book shows you how to ensure data protection without resorting to expensive commercial solutions. You will soon learn to:

	
    Automate the backup of popular databases without a commercial utility

    
	
    Perform bare metal recovery of any popular open systems platform, including your PC or laptop

    
	
    Utilize valuable but often unknown open source backup products

    
	
    Understand the state of commercial backup software, including explanations of CDP and data de-duplication software

    
	
    Access the current state of backup hardware, including Virtual Tape Libraries (VTLs)
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The ETF Trend Following Playbook: Profiting from Trends in Bull or Bear Markets with Exchange Traded FundsFT Press, 2009

	Master the Low-Risk ETF-Based Investing Strategy That Gives You the Chance to Make Money in Any Market Climate


	 


	“Tom Lydon has been a leader in...
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Computer Graphics for Artists: An IntroductionSpringer, 2008

	Computer Graphics for Artists: an introduction is an application-independent, reader-friendly primer for anyone with a serious desire to understand 3D Computer Graphics


	Opening with the first and most basic elements of computer graphics, the book rapidly advances into progressively more complex concepts. Each of the elements,...
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Fisma Certification & Accreditation HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2007
The only book that instructs IT Managers to adhere to federally mandated certification and accreditation requirements.

This book will explain what is meant by Certification and Accreditation and why the process is mandated by federal law. The different Certification and Accreditation laws will be cited and discussed including the three...
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SPSS For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The fun and friendly guide to the world's leading statistical software


	Predictive Analysis Software (PASW), formerly SPSS software, is the leading statistical software used by commerical, government, and academic organizations around the world to solve business and research problems. It allows you to quickly and easily...
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Inside Photoshop CSSams Publishing, 2004
Gary Bouton has made Inside Photoshop CS a perennial best-seller due to the loyalty of his audience. A lot of people simply love the way Gary explains what Photoshop is all about. In this revised edition, Gary truly puts the outsider "inside", demystifying such intangibles as pixels, color wheel, resolution, line...
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Classical Field TheoryCambridge University Press, 2019

	Classical field theory predicts how physical fields interact with matter, and is a logical precursor to quantum field theory. This introduction focuses purely on modern classical field theory, helping graduates and researchers build an understanding of classical field theory methods before embarking on future studies in quantum field theory. It...
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